VIRTUAL LEARNING FOR COMMUNITY

Beginning this August, Jewish Federation invites you to join us and be part of our Beit Midrash (House of Learning) over a virtual platform for interactive learning in our Beit Midrash for immersive study taking place on Zoom.

Building both knowledge and friendship with like-minded peers over a shared passion for intellectually engaged and spiritually rich study.

Though we will be physically distant, you will have the opportunity to learn with our local Rabbis and engage in analyzing the book; Judaism's 10 Best Ideas by Arthur Green.

You will be challenged to ask questions and be active participants in thought-provoking discussions.

** Social distancing is challenging for anyone, but for Jews, many of our traditions and rituals center around togetherness and sharing. While these measures are a necessary precaution, thanks to today’s technology, we can continue to practice our values in accordance with the times. To that end, we look forward to your participation.
LEARN ONLINE WITH OUR PALM SPRINGS AND DESERT RABBIS

Nine Online Sessions led by Rabbis throughout the Desert
All sessions Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1 to 2:00 PDT

Each session is based on a chapter in Judaism's 10 Best Ideas by Arthur Green

Community members may attend as many sessions as you choose as each stands alone. *Optional participation fee of $18+

No prior knowledge is necessary, just a willingness to learn.

- **Thursday** - August 6 - Simcha - Joy - Rabbi Lazar
- **Thursday** - August 20 - Tzelem Elohim - Creation in GOD's image - Rabbi Emert
- **Thursday** - September 3 - Halacha - Walking the Path - Rabbi Zionts
- **Tuesday** - September 15 - Tikkun Olam - Repairing the World - Rabbi Bentley
- **Tuesday** - October 6 - Getting off the Treadmill - Rabbi Rosenberg
- **Thursday** - November 5 - Teshuvah - Returning - Rabbi Bentley
- **Thursday** - November 19 - Talmud Torah - “Teach them to Your Children” - Rabbi Novak
- **Thursday** - December 3 - L’Hayyim - To Life! - Rabbi King
- **Tuesday** - December 15 - Rabbi Lazar - Hear O Israel

CLICK ZOOM LINK TO REGISTER
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEvfu2srjgvE9DMjdX1WAZH2QNGvkoPoftq